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Making Life

CREATIVE

Resonating Images

The Wayfinding Artwork Approach

Imagine

you are accompanying your father for
his first appointment at his local medical center. As with
all firsts, there will be apprehension, stress and more than
likely some confusion as to where he is to go. He may
have a letter explaining where his appointment is and
you will probably use the main directory sign to clarify the
information. As you exit the elevator on the 4th floor you
notice the large beach scene with the coarse sand and
crystal blue ocean next to a sign with a “Water” graphic
listing all clinics on this floor. As you continue down the
corridor you notice that all of the art and signs contain
easily recognizable elements of water.

Water
Zone

A few weeks later your father returns to the medical
center for a follow-up appointment alone. Having the
confidence gained from his first visit he rushes through
the lobby to the elevator. After entering the elevator he
realizes he forgot to verify on what floor he needs to exit.
He chooses a floor and confidently steps off the elevator…
and quickly realizes he’s made the wrong selection. This
floor has a picture of a mountain scene next to the “Land”
directory sign. He is positive that the correct floor had
pictures of water all the way from the elevator to the clinic.
Noticing the sign in the elevator shows a water graphic
for the 5th floor, he makes the correct selection and swiftly
finds the clinic in time.

contribution to the facility’s efforts in providing a healing
space. Included in the following pages are examples of
Organic and Patriotic facility themes and how they would
be addressed in the signage and art program design.

Designating themes per floor and utilizing concise graphic
representations of these within the signage design
provides the first visual cue in a series of wayfinding tools.
Selecting artwork that continues to reinforce these themes
adds a layer of recognition for the viewer. Together
they create a relatively economical, very visible, high
impact wayfinding system that also doubles as a large

In partnership with our sister company, Creative Signage,
we offer the unique ability to design, manufacture and
install a signage system and art program that produces a
comprehensive wayfinding experience. If you would like to
receive a custom theme package for your facility, contact
us at 800.220.7446 or consultant@creativeartprograms.
com for a complementary design consultation.

Land
Zone
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Sample Wayfinding Theme - Organic

Interpretation of Wayfinding Sub-themes

Land Zone
Focuses on the distant horizons of forests, mountains, grasslands, fields and all
other types of terrain that encompass the landscape of America. Including regional
landscapes increases visual interest and emotional investment of the viewer traveling
through the space. Suggest sub-themes by region to strengthen wayfinding ties.

Water Zone
The calming power of water takes center stage with imagery depicting our oceans,
lakes, rivers and streams. Variations of landscapes and close-ups provides visual
breaks to keep the journey interesting.

Sun Zone

Inspiring skyscapes uplift patients, visitors and staff through long corridors. Mixing
sunrises, “looking up” shots, sunlight peeking through flower fields and other
inventive angles work together to reduce the stress of those walking along this path.

Nature Zone
Elements of nature work together to create the healing impact of this theme. The
combination of close-up’s and slightly pulled back compositions used to anchor the
sometimes abstract images keep the theme exciting and fresh.
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Distant Landscapes

Land
Zone
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Calming Water

Water
Zone
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Inspiring Skyscapes

Sun
Zone
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Elements of Nature

Nature
Zone
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Sample Wayfinding Theme - Patriotic
Interpretation of Wayfinding Sub-themes

America Zone
Represent the varied landscapes of America from the rocky Pacific Northwest to the
sunny Southeast and all of the farms, mountains, big cities, main streets and country
roads in between. Use of close-ups and images showing life in the region will
increase visual interest and emotional investment of the viewer traveling through the
space. Suggest sub-themes by region to strengthen wayfinding ties.

Arrowhead Zone
In addition to showcasing the well known, introduce the “not so famous” National
Parks and Monuments of America. Unusual camera angles, contemporary
interpretations and the inclusion of National Monuments that may be unexpected in a
gallery of parks will prevent the theme from becoming stagnant. Separating by region
provides clear visual cues of path change.

Liberty Zone

An upllifting visual display focusing on the emotionally charged “We Can Do It”
American Spirit, the honor and pride we have for our veterans and iconic imagery
representing the land and lifestyle they sacrificed for. The space will combine
contemporary interpretations of traditional liberty iconography with photos and art
prints depicting the American spirit as it applies to the young, the mature and all races.

Leadership Zone
From the Library of Congress digital holdings of White House drawings and campaign
paraphernalia of past Presidents to photography depicting our leaders engaging with
our military, civilians and more intimate moments of life showing their everyman side;
this theme will goes beyond the standard Presidential portrait and historic moment
print to offer a new and interesting interpretation of “Presidential” and leadership.
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Coast to Coast Images of the Country

America
Zone
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Parks and Monuments of America

Arrowhead
Zone
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American Spirit

Liberty
Zone
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Leadership of America

Leadership
Zone
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